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Title:

A Review of "Longitudinal Study" in Developmental
Psychology

APPROVED BY MEMBERS OF THE THESIS COMMITI'EE:

The purpose of this library research thesis is to review the
"longitudinal study" in terms of problems and present use .

A

preliminary search of the literature on longitudinal method revealed
problems centering around two areas:

(1) definition of "longitudinal

study" and (2) practical problems of method itself .

The purpose of

this thesis then is to e>.'J)lore through a search of books and journals
the folloWing questions:
1.

How can "longitudinal study" be defined?

2.

What problems are inherent in the study of the same individuals
over time and how can these problems be solved?

A third question which emerges from these two is :
).

How is "longitudinal study" being used today?

2

This thesis differentiates traditional longitudinal study
from other 1nethods of study:

the cross-sectional study, the tilne-lag

study, the experimental study, the retrospective study, and the study
from records.

Each of these methods of study is

revie~~d

according

to its unique problems and best uses and compared with the longitudinal
study.

Finally, the traditional longitudinal study is defined as the

study:

(1) of individual change under natural conditions not controll-

ed by the experimenter, (2) which proceeds over time from the present
to the future by measuring the same individuals repeatedly, and
(J) which retains individuality of data in analyses.

Some problem areas of longitudinal study are delineated which
are either unique to this method or especially difficult.
problems related to planning the study are reviewed:

The following

definition of

study objectives, selection of method of study, statistical methods,
coot,

~ ~ :u~:U.ysis

:md replication of the stud,y,

time .factor

in

longitudinal study, and the problem of allowing variables to operate
freely.

Cultural shift and attrition are especially emphasized.

The

dilemma is examined which is posed by sample selection with its related
problems of randomization and generalizability of the study, together
with the problems of repeated measurements and selection of control
groups.

These problems are illustrated with studies from the llterat-

ure.
Not only are these problems delineated but considerable evidence
is shown that ve have already started to accumulate data that will
pennit their solution.

This paper presents a number of studies which

have considered t hese problems separately or as a side issue of a

study on some other topic .
in

Some recommendations for further research

problem areas are suggested.
At the same time that this thesis notes differentiation of the

longitudinal studY from other studies, it also notes integration of
results of longitudinal studies With results of other studies.
tenet adopted here is:

The

scient1fic knowledge is cwnulative and not

dependent on one crucial experiment.
Trends in recent longitudinal studies are found to be toward
more strict observance of scientific protocols and toward limitation of
time and objectives of the study.

When objectives of the study are

well defined and time is limited to only enough for spec1fied change
to take place, many of the problems of longitudinal study are reduced
to manageable proportions .
Although modern studies are of improved quality, longitudinal
method is not being sufficiently used today to supply the demand for
this type of data.

Longitudinal study is necessary to answer some of

the questions in developmental psychology.

We have no alternative

but to continue to develop this important research tool.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
I.

PURPOSE OF THESIS

The purpose of this thesis is to reView "longitudinal study" in
terms of problems and present use.

A search of literature on method

reveals problems centering around two areas:

(1) definition of

"longitudinal study" and (2) practical problems of method itself.
The purpose of this thesis is then to explore the following questions:
1.

Row can "longitudinal study" be defined?

2.

.~/hat

problems are inherent in study of the same indiViduals

over time and how can these problems be solved?
A third question which emerges from these

t~10

is:

J. Ho1; is "longitudinal study" being used today?
II.

HISTORY OF "LONGITUDINAL STUDY"

Kodlin and Thompson (19.58) point out that the "idea that certain
events and characteristics 'late' in life are dependent on events or
characteristics 'early' in life" is deeply embedded in our culture in
early writings .

In the mYthical concept of Moira the Greeks expressed

the idea that a person's fate

~las

thread on the day of his birth.

determined by the spinning of a
In our language ~;e find expressions

such as, "the child is father to the man .'!

2

Systematic observation of this concept was not attempted until
late eighteenth century.
biographie~"

The idea may be traced fro:n the "baby

through cross-sectional studies of early physical anthrop-

ometrists in late nineteenth century to the first "longitudinal studies"
recognizable as such .

Dearborn and Rothney (1941) report a study by

H. P. Bowditch of Harvard Medical School in 18?2. Bowditch measured
height of 12 males and 12 females annually for

25

year~ .

In the early

part of this century B. T. Baldwin was one of the first to recognize

the importance of the "longitudinal" approach.

(Kodlin and Thompson

1958)
In mid- twenties the National Research Council held a series of
conferences to discuss problems of "the whole child." One outcome of
these conferences was that a number of institutions established longterm, multidisciplinary studies.

In 1964 Jerome Kagan published a

review of 10 of the largest and best known of these "old" studies .
In 1970 Lester

w.

Sontag, for 4<> years director of Fels Research

Institute, presented a paper to the American Psychological Association
tracing evolution of longitudinal study from the twenties to the
present.

According to Sontag they bad "elected a methodology Without

delineating many specific problems."

Further, "They were committed

to making a variety of kinds of observations and measurements for which

there were not yet immediate research

que~tions

or design. "

(Sontag

1971)
Today Sontag describes the status of "old" studies which survive
as "thoroughly specific problem oriented. " "Infinitely more sophisticated instruments of measurement and, of course, data analyses

3
makes them bear little resemblance to the child development institutes
of 40 years ago ."

In the interim two ideas which had sparked the

beginning of the longitudinal studies, whole child concept and
the multidisciplinary approach had been largely abandoned.
Perhaps most recently the usefulness of longitudinal me thod to
the developmental researcher has been reaffirmed at the West Virginia
Coni'erence on Life Span Developtnental Psychology.

In the report of the

coni'erence (Q)ulet and Baltes 1970) J. F . Wohlwill concludes as did
the scientists who attended the National Research Council conference
almost a half-century earlier:

"!J>ngitudinal analysis is the method

par excellence of the developmental psychologist, and, in many cases,
the only one that will parmi t the requisite detailed analysis of
developtnental functions. "
Ill .

NEED FOR REVIE.W OF "l.ONQITUDINAL STUDY"

A number of summaries and reviews of "longitudinal study" have
appeared in the past 25 years .

(Tanner 1947 ; Kodlin and Thompson 1958;

Stone and Onqu~ 1959; Goldfarb 1960; Kagan 1964; and Sontag 1971)
Some reviewed subject matter, others method and some attempted both.
One of the first of these by Tanner (1947) summarized longitudinal
projects, particularly those related to physical growth.

In 1958 the

Society for Research in Child Development publ ished a monograph by
Kodlin and Thompson entitled "An Appraisal of the Longitudinal Approach
in the Study of Growth and Development."

Her e statistical analyses

clarify several basic problems of longitudinal method.

4
In 1950 in the first issue of the Annual Review of Psychology
H. E. Jones and N. Bayley said:

"Except in a few research centers .

psychologists are as yet m.aldn& little systematic use of the longitudinal approach."

In the mid-fifties to reawaken interest in longitud-

inal study and to demonstrate usefulness of the approach Stone and
Onque (1959) reviewed nearly )00 studies.

,

Althoug)l Stone and Onque report many studies in the late thirti es
and early forties (23 in 1938), by 1953 number of studies reported had
dwindled to 8 and in 1954 only 4 studies are reported.

Methodological

problems had become so apparent by mid-century that not only ;rere
results of these studies questioned but the method itself.

,

Some studies reviewed in Stone and Onque do not appear by modern
standards to be scientific research.

Of the first 30 of these studies

22 apparently had no control groups .

Numbers of subjects were often

small.

Thirteen studies in the total 300 had only one subject in spite

of the authors ' attempt to eliminate such studies.

For some of the

longer studies problems of planning, attrition, and cultural shift were
especially difficult .
A study started in the twenties was necessarily planned in terms
of scientific method as conceived at that time .

Inadequacies of method

and statistical techniques sometimes did not become evident until data
was processed decades later.

Apparently, while experimental method

generally was being adapted to psychology as a useful tool, longitudinal
method remained in confusion and little understood , an anachronism
rooted in the 1920's .

Even today Sontag (1971) remarks:

"The term

'longitudinal research' . . . implies to .!!.Q!!!! scientists a sort of

5
'womb to tomb' research plan , replete with inadequate design, inexact
instruments of measurement, and low-research product. "
/

Although Stone and Onque did not deal With problems of method,
Goldfarb (1960) was concerned With them.

His is one of the few •,;arks

devoted entirely to longitudinal method.

Overall point of View leaves

much to be desired, however, particularly for the developmental
psychologist.
/

/

A number of researchers include in their studies resumes of
longitudinal studies related to their own

•,o~ork .

(Bloom 1964; Robins

1966) Currently, a government bulletin Research Relating to Children
lists on- going longitudinal studies and publications resulting from
these studies as well as

ne1~

studies being started.

Several early longitudinal researchers (Dearborn and Rothney 1941;
Jones 1958; Sontag 1971) have written short descriptions of longitudinal
method.

They have described many of their own problems with the method,

sometimes with much candor.

vlhatever the problems of method each ne;z

generation of developmentalists rediscover that longitudinal study is
necessary to attain answers they need;

ho~o.-ever

paradoxical the

problems may seem, they cannot be ignored.
Each of the ;zorks mentioned here has made some contribution to
solVing the dilemma of l ongitudinal study.
Thompson reported :

As early as 1958 Kodlin and

"ReView of the major longitudinal growth studies

in this country reveals that increasing attention is being given to
improving methodology of these studies . "
l~hich

The number of recent studies

investigate special probl ems of longitudinal method confirm that

improvement of longitudinal method is still a live issue today.

None

6

of these wor ks, however, has treated the three purposes of this thesis
except in a superficial way.
Chapter II Hill define longitudinal study and differentiate it
f r om other related methods .

Chapter III will treat problems especially

r elevant to longitudinal study and Will report studies which investigate these problems .

Chapter IV will review recent longitudinal studies

in terms of problems described in Chapter III and will incl ude a short
summary of this paper .

Particular problem areas which need further

research or new problem areas will be noted here .

CHAPTER II
"lONGITUDINAL STUDY" DEFINED

One source of confusion with regard to longitudinal study is in
defining the word "longitudinal."

One dictionary definition of

"longitudinal" in reference t o scientific study is silllply a "study over
time."

According to this definition any study where time is involved

Hould be a longitudinal study.

In keeping with this definition every

conceivable method of study has been called a "longitudinal study."
Cross-sectional studies, experimental studies, observational studies,
retrospective studies, and studies from records in the past, all have
from time to time been referred to as "longitudinal" when tim.e was
variously a factor in their design.

Failure to differentiate clearly

between these many methods of study, their special problems and best
uses has been a major factor in confounding the problem of defining
"longitudinal study."
/

Most researchers (Stone and Onque 1959; Kuhlen 1951; Kodlin and
Thompson 1958) who have attempted to define longitudinal study
restrict i t not only to a study over time but also to a study of the
same individuals measur ed repeatedly.
Thompson:

According to Kodlin

''The tenn longitudinal studies is used

and

. . to designate

those studies in which repeated observations over a period of time are
made on the same individuals."

8
I.

RELATIONSHIP OF " lONGITUDINAL STUDY"
TO CROSS -SECTIONAL STUDY

After defining "longitudinal study" in this way Kodlin and
Thompson (1958) add:

"We exclude from this tenn those studies in which

repeated observations over a period of time are made on groups or
samples of individuals without concern as to the inclusion of the
same individuals in each series of observati ons ."
referring to cross- sectional study over time .
longitudinal studies Baltes (1968) remarks :

They are, of course,

Of cross-sectional and
"Despite the importance of

these conventional designs for devel opmental psychology, it is surprisi ng t hat nowhere in the psychological literature a satisfactory
comprehensive discussi on can be found . "
Cross- sect ional, Time- lag, and Longitudinal Studies
In a 196.5 P:sychol ogl cal Bulletin article K. Warner Schaie

demonstrated a general statistical model for study of developmental
problems .

Schaie showed that three types of study, conventional

cross-sectional , cross- secti onal over time, and longitudinal, are
speci al cases of a more general model.

Schaie pointed out el ements of

these studies are often ignored:
• . . Kessen (1960), in his excellent discussion of research
designs for developmental problems, suggested that the investigation of simpl e age functions is naive and proposed that
mos t meaningful designs involve either the interaction of age
and environmental changes or the analysis of age functions in
special populations . Onl y in passing did he mention t hat even
more typical case where aging interacts Simultaneously wit h
differences in population and environment.
Table I shows component.s of Age , Population (Year of Birt h or Cohort) ,

9
TABLE I*
'ffiREE DIMENSIONAL TABLE SHOWING FIVE AGES
OF COHORTS WHEN MEASURED ANNUALLY

Year of Birth
(Cohort)

1960

Age

6

10

8

1961

10

1962

9

10

196)

8

9

10

1964

7

8

9

1971

1972

197:3

Time of
Testing

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

10
1974

*This table modified and simplified from Schaie ( 1965) . The age groups
marked horizontally represent a possible longitudinal study;
groups marked vertically represent a possible cross-sectional
study; and groups marked diagonally represent a possible timelag study.
and EnVironment (Time of Testing) in conventional cross-sectional study,
cross-sectional study over time and longitudinal study.

Schaic referred

to the cross-sectional study over time as the time-lag study, and for
convenience it Hill be so designated in this study to avoid confusion
With conventional cross- sectional study.
Age represents those characteristics attributable to developmental stage; Year of Birth or Cohort represents the special population
or history of events which each indiVidual shares with other individuals
born at the same time ; and time of Testing represents environment and
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events

~1hicb

may be acting upon all persons measured at time of testing.

Any one of these three elements may be ignored in longitudinal or
cross-sectional studies only when it can be demonstrated that element
is not a significant variable for the particular question at hand.
We can easily see that these elements are far from independent.
Age is much involved with both Year of Birth and \·lith Time of Testing.
Year of Birth and Time of Testing are both aspects of the phenomenon we
call 11 cul tural shift. "
Longitudinal study measures age changes; Year of Birth (Cohort)
is held constant while Age and Time of Testing vary and are confounded.
The risk here , therefore, is in attempting to generalize age differences
over time from one cohort to another in this type of study.

Cross-sec-

tional study measures age differences ; Time of Testing is held constant
while Age and Year of 13irth (Cohort) are confounded.

Hohlwill discusses

problem o£ cohort confounding in croco- scctional study at some length.
In this type of study the risk is in generalizing Age differences from

one Time of Testing to another.

Time-lag study measures cultural change;

Age is held constant while Year of Birth and Time of Testing vary and
are confounded.

Needless to say, therefore, we cannot generalize from

one age to another in time-lag study.
Cross-sectional, time-lag, and longitudinal studies cannot produce
comparable results since they by definition can never measure the same
population with its varying components of Age, Year of Birth , and Time
of Testing.

Puzzling discrepancies between Tesults of cross-sectional

and longitudinal studies may be partially explained in this way.

ll

Individuality of Data Retained in Longitudinal Study
Individuality of data derived from testing the same individuals
repeatedly is a feature of the longitudinal study which cross-sectional
studies do not have.

Unl ess this individuality of data is retained much

of the effectiveness of longitudinal study is lost.

Correlational

analysis is used to retain individuality of data in most longitudinal
studies .

(Reese and Lipsitt, 1970)

Correlational procedure measures degree of covariation between
two variables.
Figure 1.

This statistical procedure is represented visually in

Difference between each individual's score at one testing and

a later testing is an integral part of correlational analysis.

Such

direct comparison of scores is not possible when an average is computed
for a whole group and compared with an average for another group.
Although means may be compared, individual variations in the relationship

Experimental Group

Control or
Comparison Group

Analysis when means are used:
Measurement l

4 1 lxxxxx l

A2

I x x x x xl

i-!easurement 2

..c.<J lxxxxx l

-"'<4

Ix

Correlational analysis:
!·!easurement l
r
Heasurement 2

r

X XX X

XXX XX

r

x x x xl

r

X X X X

XXX XX

Figure 1. Schematic paradigm denonstrating relationship between
individual data gathered over time when evaluated by both analysis
of means and of correlation analysis.
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between early scores and later scores are not considered.

A critique of

correlational analysis is found in Chapter III of this thesis.
Analysis using means may be used to good effect to supplement
correlational analysis in longitudinal study adding another dimension of
information but not replacing individual Wonnation contained in the
correlation.

Wohl•.tlll (1970) points out two instances where use of

means distort individuality of longitudinal data.

"Rate of c_hange and

above all, shape of the developmental function are examples of such
temporal-pattern data subject to distortion through group averaging . "
WohlWill presents a "particularly convincing illustration of such
distortion" taken from Harrill ( 1931).

Figure 2 sbows two individual

curves wbicb are averaged to produce a mean curve markedly different from
indiVidual curves .

Hohlwill notos further:

. . . Note that in this instance the composite averaged curve
appears more complex than the component individual curves; a
more typical re:~ult, however , is that averaged curves result
in the smoothing out, not only of random irregularities in the
data, but of systematic departures fr"Om simple fonn . . . so
as to lead to a spuriously simpl e fonn.

/

_, ,

,
,,

,
,,

,,

,/

-- ---

,,''
_ _-c:::::::_

~::::..::_

Fi~ure

19 1)

2.

-- --...
,
'

, .'

-

- lndivlduoii()Q.SliC
---Avtt OQI Cutve

_

_

_

_

____J••

TI-ro logistic curves and their average.

(Fr0111 Merrill

1J

Bimodal distributions are an example of such systematic departures.
Woblt-sill modii'ies this quotation, ho1vever:

;'In the study of behavioral

development this particular problem is probably less serious than it
has been considered to be either in the study of learning . • . or
physical growth • .

"

Schaie (1965) uses means in a novel analysis of variance technique in his mathematical model and finds that data gathered longitudinally adds nothing that cannot be duplicated by the cross-sectional
methods .

Kodlin and Thompson (1958) also demonstrate in a mathematical

analysis that when means are used, much of the individuality of data is
lost.

"In other words, completely longitudinal records are of no

advantage over cross-sectional ones if they are only used to estimate
means at particular occasions, and 'mean growth curves' established
in either w;zy are equally informative . " When individuality of data is
not important and averages of groups only are needed, longitudinal
method is no longer a matter of necessity but a highly individual choice
between longitudinal or cross- sectional methods depending on characteristics of the study at hand.

Problems of selecting a method of study

are considered further under Planning the Study in Chapter III.
Summary of Cross-sectional Stu1y
Relationship between cross-sectional and longitudinal study may
be summarized wi tb this statement from Kodlin and Thompson (1958) :
1.

The longitudinal approach is the only approach which gives
a complete description of the growth phenomenon.

2.

The cross-sectional approach never can satisfy the
objective of a study which requires the measurement
of the change in a trait through time on a given

14

individual. This means that when the objective of
the growth study is to arrive at predictions of individual growth, generally, or, to establish the correlation between measurements obtained at successive
ages, it is necessary to employ the longitudinal
approach.
Comparison of cross-sectional and longit udinal studies shows that not
only is longitudinal study a study over time in which the same indiViduals are measured repoatedly, but also that individuality of data
obtained in this way must be retained.

Correlational analysis is the

preferred technique whe.n indiViduality of data must be retained.
IT.

RELATIONSKIP BETWEEN LONGITUDINAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

Thorndike 's Study
In the early part of this century eXperimental studies were not
considered feasible for developmental psychology.

(Andrews 1948) In

1924, however, at a time when the "big" longitudinal studies were being
initiated, E. L. Thorndike published his classic study of transfer of
training.
Students were matched according to type of curriculum the student
follo•.1ed, i.e. English , history, geometry and Latin or English,
history, geometry and shopwork.

Thorndike measured student's intell-

igence and let the independent variables , School Subjects , operate.
After one year he remeasured intelligence.
this study a landmark.

Kerlinger (1964) considered

Although results were far from conclusive ,

and the design itself was experimental only in a borderline sense,
Thorndike ' s study showed that experimental design could be used in child
psychology and pointed the way toward other 9Xperimental research in

15
child psychology.
ObV'i.ously, many experimental studies would qua.l..ily as longitudinal studies in the usually accepted definition, i.e. , a study ove r
time in which the same individuals are measured repeatedly.

Stone and

Onque (1959) reV'i.ew a number of experimental studies over time in
their monumental "round up" of longitudinal studies .
Longitudinal Study as Study of "Things as They Are Naturally"
Kerlinger (1964) c onsiders "longitudinal. study" only a s a particular experimental time design.

Sontag (1971) considers "longitudinal

study" either "experimental or natural. "

He , thus differentiates the

traditional longitudinal studies from experimental studies over time .
The "old" studies initiated in the 20's were studies of "things as they
are natural ly."
controlled study.

Experimental study is by definition a contrived or
The experimenter does not wait for natural occurence

of the relationship he wishes to study but creates such an occurence to
study at his own convenience.

Unfortunately many behaviors of int erest

to the devel opmentalist cannot be dupli cated in an eXperimental design .
Comparison of Exper imental and Longitudinal Design
According to R. A. Fisher all variables which are not completely
controlled must be allowed to operate With complete freedom .

1949)

(Johnson

Needless to say studies which completely fulfill this assumption

are rare .
studies .

Instead we may imagine a "freedom- control continuum" of
At the control end of such a continuum we may imagine some of

the experiments of Sld.nner in which Virtually every aspect of both subject (rat) and environment (Skinner box) are under control of

16
the experimenter.
At the freedom end of such a continuum

1~e

may find a natural

longitudinal study which has been set up in such a

1~ay

that behavior

and environment of the subject are not interferred with in any W:J¥ by
the fact of experimenter and experiment.

In this situati on all

knowledge of the experiment would preferably be kept from the subject.
Such experiments are possible in many school or penal settings

~1here

a structured or controlled environment is the natural setting for the
indiVidual.

Most studies both experimental and longitudinal fall some-

where between these extremes.

Depending upon the ingenuity of exper-

imenter •controlled" variables do not interfer with "free• variables in
both experimental and longitudinal studies .
In the experimental study, experimental and control groups are as

much alike as possible,

Researcher treats the experimental group in

so111o w33 dii".fe:rently from tho control group.
imental variable is manipulated.

In other words, the exper-

Subsequent difference between depend-

ent variable of interest in the two groups is assumed to be due to
experimental treatment.
As Goldfarb (1960) points out, traditional longitudinal study

does not include manipulation of the independent variable in the experimental sense.

Since longi.tudinal study is study of a natural

situation, the experimental group is selected on the basis of some
important variable to be studied (independent variable).

Only in this

sense is the independent variable manipulated.
After experimental and control groups are differentiated, the
researcher observes indiVidual behavior and takes every precaution
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not to control behavior in any way.

Expectation in a free and uncon-

trolled situation is that variables other than the independent variable 1dll statistically cancel each other unless they are in some way
related to the independent variable for which groups were originally
selected.

Thus , longitudinal study using correlation analysis will

show co-variation between independent variable and another variable.
Exper imental study may also differentiate groups according to some
independent variable as in longitudinal study, i . e. , in analysis of variance desi gn where groups may be differentiated according to sex, age,
grade, etc .

For both types of study this f eature introduces a problem

of randomization

·~bich

is further discussed in Chapter In .

IntGrpretation of "Causality• in Experimental and Longitudinal Studies
Campbell and Stanley (1969) discuss the relative merits of some
experimental and correlational designs to show "causality. " They say:
" [Correlational dat!!] are relevant to causal hypotheses inasmuch as
they expose them to discon£irmation .

If a zero correlation is obtained,

the credibility of the hypothesis is lessened."

They add:

A perusal of research on teaching would soon convince one that
the causal interpretation of correlational data is overdone rather than underdone , that plausible rival hypotheses are often
overlooked, and that to establish the temporal antecedence-consequence of a causal relationship, observations extended in time ,
if not experimental intrusion of X, are essential.
Of experimental results they say:
I n a very fundamental sense, experimental results never •conf i rm" or "prove" a theory-- rather, the successful theory is
tested and escapes being discon£irmed . . . .
It is by now generally understood that the "null hypothesis"
often employed for convenience in stating the hypothesis of an
experiment can never be "acceptedn by the data obtained; it
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can only be •rejected, " or "fail to be rejected. n
Due to fallacy of inductive logic "causality" remains in doubt in any
scientific experiment.
Campbell and Stanley further caution that all experiments must be
interpreted according to the licitations of the particular design
used.

As an aid in designing as well as interpreting eXperiments t hey

have constructed several tables shoWing plus and minus values of a number of experimental designs .

Several of these are correlational.

Predictive Usefulness of Longitudinal Study
Granted that longitudinal data must be interpreted with care and
is not always as effective in "eliminating plausible rival hypotheses"
as experimental results , longitudinal studies have often predictive
usefulness in an area that the experimentalists cannot penetrate.
Prospectus on Research, White House Conference on Children and Youth
(196o) reports many requests for "intensified research in developnent
of predictive devices for early identification of children likely to
engage in serious or persistent delinquent behavior. •

Predictive

studies are also needed in the area of school dropout, vocational
guidance, and welfare recipients as

~:ell

as a need to predict creative ,

pr oductive members of society.
Summary of Relationship between Longitudinal and Experimental Studies
Comparison of longitudinal and eXperimental stu.d ies further
defines longitudinal st udy as a study of things as they are naturally
as opposed to the controlled experimental study.

Ideally in longitud-

inal study all variables operate with complete freedom .

Longitudinal
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and experimental studies differ in selection of groups, manipulation of

independent variable, and degree of control of extraneous variables.

III.

RETROSPECTIVE AND PROSPECTIVE S'lUmES

Kodlin and Thompson (1958) dichotomize longitudinal study as
"prospective" and "retrospective ."

The prospective longitudinal study

is the traditional study from present to future which will be defined
in this thesis.

In retrospective study cross-sectional samples are

questioned about events in the past.

Kodlin and Thompson find retros -

pective study mathematically feasible substitute for prospective
longitudinal study but greatly hampered by fallacy of memory .

Not only

do people simply fail to reme:nber, but memories become distorted over

time; when outcomes are known, subjects have a tendency to rationalize
antecedents .

(Kessen 1960; Thomas et al 1963)

Subjects are all too

willing to supply experimenter with a plausible ex post facto "explanation" of some present behaVior unless hypotheses are
in advance and concisely presented.

•~ell

researched

(Campbell and Stanley 1969)

Nonetheless , retrospective study has several advantages.

Data

collected in the present does avoid to some extent many problems of
traditional longitudinal study, i . e ., cultural shift and attrition.
Like cross-sectional study to which it is also related retrospective
study can be used when time or facilities for longitudinal stu.d y are
not available.

The researcher has the added advantage of being able to

select indices which are known to be appropriate in the present.
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Yarrow , Campbell , and Burton Study
Yarrow, Campbell, and Burton (19?0) compared data from thr ee
sources:

records , retrospecti ve data , and data from a short longitud-

inal study.

The retrospective study questioned mothers and children

traced from the records.

The authors intended the study "to examine

consistency between different sets of data on the same subjects-gathered at different points in time , by different methods , and from
different types of informants . "
They summarized a number of earlier methodological studies of
retrospective research .

Attitudinal i tems and areas associ ated with

subjects anxieties showed least agreement.

Retrospective presentations

tended to bias report in desired direction; sex and ordinal position of
child seemed to affect data ; mothers seemed to be more accurate in some
areas of recall than others .

Their own study showed ability to r emember

was affected by type of question, wording of quest ion , and other tech-

niques of data gathering .
In a subsequent article Burton (19?0) demonstrated multitraitmultimet hod matrix analysis using the same data .

Results were the same,

but the presentation more orderly than study using more conventional
methods of analysis .

The matrix sboHed that all possibilities of data

had been explored.
In the Yar row, Campbell, and Burton study records
good quality, and at trition seemed unnecessarily large.

~rere

not of

This study

pointed the way, however, toward some possibilities for improving
retrospective method.

The advantages of simply asking subjects for

information are so great that further methodological research to
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improve quality of retrospective data is much needed.
Summary of Prospective and Retrospective Study
The present analysis of retrospective method shows it iS not
"just a substitute" for longitudinal study.

Retrospective method and

the study from records to be discussed in the following section investigate a dimension not available to any other types of study, the past.
Advantages and proble:n.s of retrospective method are seen to be very
different from longitudinal method. By comparing prospective and
retrospective studies longitudinal study is further defined now as the
study which looks to the future .
IV.

STtJDY FROM PAST RECORDS

Retrospective method and study from past records are our only
means of exploring the past.

Although study from records is sometimes

confused with both retrospective study and longitudinal study, it is a
distinct method with its own techniques, advantages , and problems.
Advantages of Study from Records
In the study of retrospective method by Yarrow , Campbell, and

Burton (1970), cited in the previous section, subjects traced from past
records liere asked to remember events in retrospect.

In the study from

records, subjects are usually asked about events in the present.

Thus ,

one of the chief advantages of study from records is that problems of
memory are lll1ni.mized.
Most records are not of good quality and not suitable for
scientific purposes.

~hen

good records are located, this type study
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has several further advantages .

By using a "lucky cache" of unusually

complete files Robins' (1966) follow- up study of delinquents reduced to
a minimum problems of conventional longitudinal research, i.e . , cultural shift, changing personnel, and long wait for results.

Although

collection and analysis of data did take several years and a number of
coworkers, continuity of design, philosophy, and set of interests" was
maintained throughout.
Problems of Study from Records
Ex

Post Facto Research .

In any study order of scientific proced-

ures are important, but in study from past records particular care is
taken that hypotheses are made before data are analyzed , and records
from the past are examined without reference to data from the present.
To insure that the study not become an ex post facto research in
Robins' study null hypotheses were made, data from the present collected without reference to previous data , statistical analyses made and
conclusions drawn in usual order of a scientific study.
A number of techniques are used to prevent knowledge of outcome
of subjects from influencing hypotheses and design of study.

Files may

be coded to avoid recognition of individuals: researcher may conceal
identity of controls and experimental subjects; someone not familiar
With work in the present may be brought into the study to analyze data
f rom the past.
HYpotheses:
the past.

Theoretical or Fortuitous?

Records are relics from

They cannot be changed; they cannot yield additional inform-

ation; researcher is circumscribed by what is there.

Under these

2)

circumstances the question arises:

To Yhat extent are hypotheses

dictated by availability of records rather than theoretical orientation?
On this point Robins (1966) said:
. . Research is supposed to follow a classic model:
First, develop a hypothesis; second, find a way to test it.
This study is an example of the fact that research in practice seldom arises from a full-blown hypothesis in search
of a crucial test.
. . . The means in this case largely determined our research
ends, although there were many other problems which the same
population would have allowed us to study.
Thus, many questions are latent in most areas of psychology aYaiting
only an opportunity to exalldne them.

In like manner preponderance of

studies of college students is not dictated altogether by a desire to
know more and more about the college population .

Availability remains

a determining factor in research whether records or subjects are used.
Attrition.

~lhen

records are traced to individuals in the present,

attrition may be a major problem.

For Robins the problem of locating

subjects after JO years proved an expensive one, but with a welldeveloped and feasible research plan to present, funds were made available from government grants and private research funds .

The low

attrition rates Robins achieved through having funds for travel and
interviewers are discussed further under Attrition in Chapter III.
Ethical Problem of Use of Records .

An

important problem of

study from records and one least amenable to solution at this time is
the ethical question of whether researcher has the "right" to use
records.

Several sources (Ei.s enberg in Robins, 1966; Bloom 1964)

enthusiastically support use of records as a source of data.

Bloom

advocates that records from schools and other social agencies be
planned with research as a goal.

D. T. Campbell (1969) discusses this

problem of use of records within the framework of the larger problem of
any psychological experiment which injures an individual through use of
"potentially embarrassing material" or "humiliation and insult."
. . . On the other hand, in those settings using means and
ranges of communication that are Within the public domain,
and which non-experimenters are using freely without such permission, this [request for permissionJ becomes an utterly
unreasonable ritquirement. (Campbell 1969)
Subjects permission to use records may be sought, but i.i' it is not
granted, the problem of attrition is compounded.
The ethical question involved in use of public records seems to
revolve around several questions .
public should public records be?
founded With the question:

How public !.!:! public records?

How

These two questions are further con-

Is it oossible to keep public records

private?
At the present time our more defenseless citizens are subject to
invasion of privacy depending on judgement and consideration of keepers
of the public archives.

These citizens include school children, crim-

inals, delinquents or those suspected of crime or delinquency, the
mentally ill or retarded, welfare recipients, the elderly, physically
handicapped, members of the armed forces, etc.

Some citizens not

usually considered helpless may find records they consider private,
made public, i.e . , college students whose records may be exanU..ned,
persons involved in litigation, i.e . , divorce, as well as those who pay
property or income taxes.
Reese and Lipsitt (1970) reView ethical considerations with
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soecial reference to research with children .

They quote extensively

from a statement (Newsletter 1968) on ethical standards for developmental psychologists of the American Psychological Association.

In

eeneral the researcher is held responsible for the child's welfare.

It

is further recommended that consent of parent and child be obtained.
Wit h regard to records specifically the child's identity is concealed,
and the rese.u-cher does not report test scores or other infonnation
given in confidence to parents.
Summary of Study from Records
Study from records adds no new dimension to definition of
longitudinal study.

I t is simply another way of exploring the past.

Its advantages when good data are at nand offer unique opportunities
for researchers.

Concerted effort to solve its problems would be a

worthwhile contribution to research.
V.

TRADITIONAL LONGITUDINAL STUDY

"Longitudinal Stw:!Y" Defined
By comparing longitudinal study 1dth cross-sectional study, timelag study, experimental study, retrospective study, and study from
records, traditional longitudinal study has been further defined.
the

sa~~~e

When

individuals are tested or observed on two or more occasions,

the study is necessarily a study over time.

Only through change of some

kind does time exist, therefore, the study over time is a study of
change.
In comparison with cross-sectional and time- lag studies
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longitudinal study is seen not only as a study of the same individuals
measured repeatedly over time , but also that this individuality is
retained in analysis of data.

When individuality of data is to be

retained , correlation analysis is most coiiDllonly used .

By reta.ini.n g

individuality of data experimenter may study individual change itself ,
characteristics of the individuals who change, and rate of individual
change.

(Kuhlen 1951; Goldfarb 1960)

As compared with the controlled experimental study longitudinal

study is defined as the study of "things as they are naturally. •
Finally, in comparison

~th

retrospective study and study from records

longitudinal study is differentiated as prospective study, that is,
the study which proceeds from present to future rather than to the past.
A scientific method cannot be defined in terms of one or tw
facets of the method.

A scientific method is a method of sampling, a

method of data collection and analysis , method of testing or observing
and of procedures generally.

Defined more concisely now traditional

longitudinal study is the study:

(1) of individual change under nat-

ural conditions not controlled in any way by the eXperimenter, (2)
which proceeds over time from the present to the future by measuring
the Sllllle individuals repeatedly, and (3) which retains indiViduality of
data in analyses.
"What's in a Name?"
All types of studies over time have been referred to as longitudinal studies .

Some researchers consider longitudinal study only as the

experimental study.

(Kerlinger 1963)

Others consider longitudinal

2?
study an equally appropriate title for either the experimental study or
the traditional study.

(Sontag 1971)

Comparison of natural and exper-

imental studies over time showed that while the two types of studies are
much alike in many respects, design and problems are also basically
different.

Traditional longitudinal study bas been called the natural

or naturalistic study, the observational study, prospective study, follow-up study, data analysis , correlational or differential study, nonexperimental time series, continuous record, repeated measurement study,
etc.

All these names are sometimes used for other methods of study.

•Natural" or "observational" study is sometimes used to designate simple
observations and classifications .
Willems and Raush 1969)
practically meaningless .

(Butler, Rice, and Wagstaff 1963;

Data analysis is so general a tenn as to be
In this thesis longitudinal study will contin-

ue to be used to designate the traditional study over time as it bas
been defined here from lack of a more appropriate name .
A Traditional Longitudinal Study
One of the first and most meaningful of the "old studies was
Study of the Gifted Child initiated by Lewis Terman at Stanford University in 1920.

Terman (1926) attributes much of the early success

of that study to the man who served as statistician for the project
T. L. Kelley.

In this design the experimental group of 1000 school

children was selected on the basis of the independent variable, intelligence .

The children were measured on a variety of other variables of

interest, both physical and mental.

No attempts

ulate or control the children in any Wa:f.

~ere

made to manip..

They -..-ere located and

CHAPTER III

POOBI»!S OF LONGITUDINAL STUDY

This chapter Will present some problems which are either unique
to longitudinal studies or which have proved particularly troublesome.
References and recent research related to these problems will be
discussed here.
Planning the longitudinal study itself and the related problem
of cost are problems of primary illlportance.

The ubiquitous nature of

cultural shift and attrition have already been mentioned in Chapter II
but will be more fully treated here.

Finally, sample selection,

randomization, and generalization of the study results present a
dilemma for any design where one group is chosen on the basis of an
independent variable .

This problem is particularly relevant to long-

itudinal study.
I.

PLANNING THE STUDY

In planning a study over time basic scientific methodology and
best use of longitudinal method are prime considerations.

If the

researcher is not an expert in scientific m.e thodology, his n.rst
consideration in planning the study is to find such a person available
for consultation.
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Definition of Study Objective.
Hypotheses and objectives of study are clearly defined regardless
of method of study according to Kodlin and Tholl!pson ( 1958).

They

emphasize especially that traits under study be meaningful and of
proven validity.

Specific objectives and hypotheses are often an

outgrowth of preliminary studie.s .

A selection and pretesting of

variables may forestall an unproductive study.

(Goldfarb 1960)

Exploratory studies may be cross-sectional, retrospecti ve,
naturalistic observations and classification, studies of one individual,
or even experimental studies or relatively short longitudinal studies.
Such studies may be helpful not only in defining the objective of a
study but also in anticipating other problems of planning and procedures,
i.e., sample selection, cost, etc.

(Kodlin and Thompson 1958;

Goldfarb

1960)
On

the other

~and

when objectives of the study can only be

satisfied by longitudinal method, preliminary studies may be misleading .
The researcher may become discouraged with negative results of studies
which cannot give satisfactory answers to questions of interest.
Selection of Method of Study.
After objectives are defined, the method of study is selected.
Developmental problems are no longer seen as amenable only to longitudinal investigation.

According to Sontag (1971): "The modern human

development institute is a challenging and stimulating organization,
using a variety of scientific approaches, human and animal research
material, with a talented staff fu1ly aware of tho advantages they

J1
enjoy ."

Kodlin and Thompson (1958) review considerations in selection

of method of study in detail.
Hethods of study have been differentiated in Chapter II.

These

differences will be SUI!IIIIarized briefly here with several additional
considerations especially relevant in planning a study.
Cross-sectional Stugy.

If averages or norms are enough to

satisfy the inquiry, longitudinal and cross-sectional data will be
equally informative under assumption of a stable unive rse .

For the

same precision , however, cross-sectional samples must be ten times as
large as longitudinal samples ,

(Kodlin and Thompson 1958)

In spite of

this disadvantage cross-sectio.n al method may show results sooner.
Experimental Method .

I f experimental study can measure the

variables of interest in a controlled setting, complete randomization in
sample selection make res ults more generalizable.

to a "causal" relationship may be established.

Closer approximation

When experimental design

over time is substituted for natural longitudinal study, however, the
subject of study may shift subtly.

Results may show only what will

happen under particular experimental conditions rather than under
natural conditions which the researcher wishes to investigate.
Combinations of Methods .

In selecting the study method the

researcher may consider relating several studies using different
methods in such a way that various types of results can be brought to
bear on the

problec of eliminating alternative hypotheses .

1960; Mainland 1952)

(Goldfaro

The study of mothers and young children by

Yarrow, Campbell, and Burton cited in Chapter II of this paper is
an example of an effort to combine information from a study from

J2
records,

a retrospective stud¥ and a longitudinal stud¥,

Page and Pinango (1970) demonstrate a way in which information
frcm a number of studies may be combined in a matrix.

They show on

a theoretical level that as nwnb!;lr of studies is increased, information is increased exponentially.

Rees and Palmer (1970) combine

comparable data on factors related to change in mental test performance
from five longitudinal studies from the Fels Research Institute,
the Child Research Council at Denver and three studies at University of
California:

the Berkeley Growth Study, the Berkeley Guidance Stu<J¥,

and the Oakland Growth Study.
Many writers have mentioned the desirability of a design which
combines the cross-sectional and longitudinal methods, but few concrete
proposals have been made for accomplishing such a merger.
R.

Q.

In 1953

Bell proposed a design •combining the cross- sectional and

longitudinal techniques in such a way that developmental changes for
a long period may be estimated in a much shorter period."

He explained

his method w1 tb an example:
• • . a study of changes in a dependent variable such as
synonym usage in children's word definitions over a fouryear period may be accomplished by measuring each of two age
groups three times over a two-year period. Age groups such
as eight- and ten-year-olds would be selected so that the
final measurement of the eight-year-olds is made at the same age
as the initial measurement of the ten-year-olds.
For convenience he called this method a •convergence" design .

The

two age groups were matched on a number of variables to insure
continuity of a curve such as might have been obtained if one group had
been followed over a much longer period of time.
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Wohlwill (l970a) believes Schaie 1s design which combines data
for all cohorts at all times of testing corresponds formally with
Bell's convergence method.

Bell's proposal, like Schaie's, defeats

one unique advantage of longitudinal method, individuality of data, for
he concludes:

"If the cumulative effect of an independent variable on

a single individual is to be studied, however, the convergence and
cross-sectional approaches cannot be used. "

Also as \~ohlwill (l970a)

points out, "l>'itb most behavioral measures the task of matching
individuals to obtain synthetic longitudinal curves is apt to prove
extrell!ely difficult. "
Correlation analysis .
A:J demonstrated in Figure l in Chapter ll of this paper,

individuality of the data obtained in a longitudinal study is retained
by correlation analysis.

As demonstrated in Figure 2 analysis using

means does not always show individual differences accurately.

Cronbach

(19.57) differentiates experimental and correlation analysis in this way:

Individual differences have been an annoyance rather than a
challenge to the experimenter. His goal is to control behavior, and variation within treatments is proof that he has not
succeeded. Individual variation is cast into that outer
darkness known as "error variance. "
On the other hand, he adds:
The correlational psychologist is in love with just those
variables the experimenter left home to forget . He regards
individual and group variation as important effects of biological and social causes.
Wohlwill (1970a) also discusses relative merits of experimental and
correlation analysis.

As pointed out earlier, =odern philosophy of science shows the
impossibility of "proving cau:sality" by inductive , scientific =ethod.
We "accept" a hypothesis when we can make a strong case for it.
Newton ' s theories were accepted for many years in spite of known
variations in calculations.

Einstein's theories have supplanted those

of Newton on the basis of more accurate calculations.

These calcula-

tions based on Einstein's theories are nonetheless still subject to
some variation .

The possibility still exists that a more accurate

theory will be proposed.
As

(Campbell and Stanley 1969)

Cronbach (195?) points out:

"The well- known virtue of the

experimental method is that it brings situational variables under
tight control.

It thus permits rigorous tests of hypotheses and

confident statements about causation.•
confident state=ents.

These are, of course , relatively

Correlational statements are relatively weak in

the direction of "causality.''

According to G. G. Thompson (1962):

. . • Correlational analysis is beset With one serious
inferential hazard . . , lfor] . . . two variables may be
highly correlated With each other on the basis of a covarying
(but unknown and unmeasured) third variable . For example,
the high correlation between a grouP-administered intelligence
test and a test of academic achievement may be due to a
common variable of reading ability.
Campbell and Stanley (1969) describe a further complication:
. . . Even when in a natural setting, an inherent temporal
priority seems to be involved, selective retentio.n processes
can create a causality in the reverse direction. Consider,
for example, possible findings that the superintendents with
the better schools were better educated and that schools With
frequent changes in superintendents had low morale . Almost
inevitably we draw the implication that the educational level
of superintendents and stable leadership cause better schools.
The causal chain could be quite the reverse: better schools
(for \~hatever reasons better) might cause well-educated men
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to stay on , while poorer schools might lead the better- educated men
to be tempted away into other jobs.
Campbell and Stanley refer to such alternative interpretations of
results as "plausible alternative hypotheses."

They point out that

elimination of such alternatives strengthens whatever statement the
correlation makes relevant to causality.

In planning the longitudinal

study these alternative hypotheses may be anticipated and relevant data
toward eliminating them included in the design.

The more "plausible

alternative hypotheses" are eliminated, the stronger the statements
that can be made from results.
The Lazarsfelt Sixteenfold Table.

Campbell and Stanley show

anothe r way of strengthening the correlational statement.

When data can

be dichotomized , the Lazarsfeld sixteenfold table is useful in resolving quandaries such as described by Campbell and Stanley above.

They

describe this table in some detail:
Suppose that on a given occasion we can classify the behavior of 100 teachers as "warm" or "cold," and the behavior of
their students as "responsive" or''unresponsive. " Doing this,
we discover a positive correlation : warm teachers have
responsive classes . The question can now be asked, Does teacher
warmth cause class responsiveness, or does a responsive class
bring out warmth in teachers? While our cultural expectations
prejudice us for the fi rst interpretation, a very plausible
case can be made for the second. (And, undoubtedly, reciprocal
causation is involved. ) A panel (longitudinal] study would
add relevant data by restudying the same variables upon a
second occasion, with the same teachers and classes involved.
(Two l evels of measurement for t wo variables generate four
response types for each occasion , or 4 x 4 possible response
patterns for the two occasions , gene r ating the sixteenfold
table. )
In this example. analysis showed that the teachers had not changed in

warmth . Only pupil responsiveness had changed.

Under these circum-

st ances relatively s trong "causal" st atements might be made.

If ,

J6
however,

both teachers and students had changed, the tabl es would

still have shown relative strengths or degree of the various attitudes.
In the planning phase of the longitudinal study the researcher may
elect to use data which can be dichotomized in order to have the
advantage of this method.
Interpretation of the Correlation.

At the very least according to

Campbell and Stanley correlational data are relevant to causal hypotheses in that they expose them to disconfirmation.

They say:

If a zero correlation i s obtained, the credibility of the
hypothesis is lessened. If a high correl ation occurs , the
credibility of the hypothesis is strengthened in that it has
survived a chance of disconfirmation.
Correlational analysis may be validly interpreted as shoWing
covariation of two va..riaoles, and results may be considered predictive.
\-!hen a variable is significantly related to another variable, the
researcher can predict that they will continue to appear either
together or successively.
in Chapter II.

The need for such predictions was discussed

Any other interpretation of a correlation would rest

With whatever supporting evidence the researcher could muster along
the lines we have been discussing.
Factor analysis .

Cronbach (1957) declared that the discovery of

"partial correlation is the starting place for all of factor analysis , "
and compares it i n importance to exploration of the conditionedresponse .

In discussing factor analysis WohlWill (1970a) expresses the

need of a broader statistical repetoire felt by many developmentalists:
Measures of absolute change between two occasions, furthermore, provide only a coarse indication of the course of
development. For what "it"B are ultimately interested in is the

)6

however,

both teachers and students had changed, the tables would

still have shown relative strengths or degree of the various attitudes.
In the planning phase of the longitudinal study the researcher

m~

elect to use data which can be dichotomized in order to have the
advantage of this method .
Interpretation of the Correlation.

At the very least according to

Campbell and Stanley correlational data are relevant to causal hypotheses in that they expose them to discontinuation.

They

s~:

It a zero correlation is obtained, the credibility of the
hypothesis is lessened. It a high corr el ation occurs , the
credibility of the hypothesis is strengthened in that it has
survived a chance of discontinuation.

Correlational analysis may be validly interpreted as showing
covariation of

t~ro

variables , and results may be considered predictive.

When a variable is significantly related to another variable, the
researcher can predict that they will continue to appear either
together or successively.
in Chapter

n.

The need for such predictions was discussed

Any other interpretation of a correlation would rest

with whatever supporting evidence the researcher could muster along
the lines we have been discussing.
Factor analysis .

Cronbach (195?) declared that the discovery of

"partial correlation is the starting place for all of factor analysis,"
and compares it in importance to exploration of the conditionedresponse.

In discussing factor analysis \ok>hlwill (19?0a) expresses the

need of a broader statistical repetoire felt by many developmentalists:
Measures of absolute change between two occasions, furthermore , provide only a coarse indication of the course of
development. For what we are ultimately interested in is the
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interrelationship among the total developmental functions for
a set of variables .
He adds:

"To date , virtually the only attempts to deal with this

type of question have taken the form of the factor analysis of
measures over a series of occasions .

11

Nesselroade (1970) expands this topic further:
Without involVing ourselves in fruitless debate over such
issues as the status of derived variables, such as factors,
as psychological constructs , let us admit that there are
advantages to being able to examine and, possibly, even to
manipulate not single variables but complexes or patterned
relationships among many variables in concert. This
necessarily involves some degree of abstraction, although one
may choose not to move too far from hard data.
Nesselroade finds two advantages in working within the factor analysis
conceptual framework.

"The first is that of finding out what measures

'belong' to the concept; the second is that of determining what
measures do not 'belong . 111 He concludes:
Techniques such as factor analysis enable one to systematically explore the interrelationships of a number of variables,
all potentially of interest to the investigator, in such a
way as to detect how subsets of such variables may behave as
a coherent unity over different situations or conditions.
Whatever

the uncertainties of multivariate approaches at this

time they are being vigorously explored as a means of coping with
the multidimensional longitudinal process with its dual problems of
individuality and chango.

Several recent works (Harris 1963: Goulet

and Baltes 19?0: Cattell 1970) describe a number of modern factor
analytic approaches which are currently being explored.
Summary of Correlation Analysis.

In a presidential address to

the American Psychological Association in 1957 Cronbach compared "the
two disciplines of scientific psychology," experimental psychology

and correlational psychology.

He said :

. . . Correlational psychology, though fully as old as
experimentation , was slower to mature. It qualifies equally
as a discipline, ho~1ever, because it asks a distinctive type
of question and has technical methods of examining whether the
question has been properly put and the data properly interpreted.
In a plea for rapproacbnent of "the two disciplines" he said:
true federation of the disciplines is required.

"A

Kept independent,

they can give only wrong answers or no answers at all regarding
certain important problems . "
As Campbell and Stanley (1969) emphasize, no mathematical model

is perfect.

A lllOdel can be safely used only when assumptions and risks

of the method are recognized and stated.

As

mentioned previously,

data can be interpreted only within the lllllitations of the design
and statistical techniques of a study whether experimental or
correlation analysis .
Cost.
Cost is often cited as an important determinant of method of
study.

(Kagan a.':ld Moss 1962; Kodlin and Thompson 1958; Goldfaro 196o)

In the past the rule seems to have been that other less expensive and
time consuming methods of study be exhausted before longitudinal study
is attempted .
funds are

The struggle of the early longitudinal r esearchers for

well-know~.

In the affluent society financing is not as

difficult to obtain as it was in the JO 1 s when the "big projects" were
often plagued with a shortage of funds .
Several modern researchers indicate that cost is no longer a
determining factor in choosing a design .

Sontag (1971) finds

J9
longitudinal study may be •no more expensive" than cross-sectional
design .

He afi'irms "today longitudinal means a very dil'ferent kind

of research than was projected at the ti111e the original longitudinal
institutes were conceived."

In lillliting objectives of project and

introducing more precise measurements or observations costs are
automatically reduced.
}!odem computers have reduced costs of labor for correlational
analyses .

According to Churchhill (1966):

For most types of growth study data, the cost of computer
time for rather complete statistical analysis will be no more
than a trivial f r action of tho cost of acquiring the data,
and it Will often be substantially less than that of punching
the data into cards o r typing the study' s final report .
More complicated analyses may now be carried out routinely which were
r arely, i f ever, used before.

(Chur chhill 1966; Wohlwill l970a)

Goldfarb (1960) includes a chapter on computer analyses .
Goldfarb also finds some cost advantages in longitudinal study.
When sample selection is a substantial cost, longitudinal study may
be less expensive to maintain than to repeatedly select samples for
cross- sectional studies .

Selection of only one sample reduces sample

error as well.
Onder certain conditions even today cost may become a liability
of longitudinal research.

When the study is prolonged and attrition

is a major problem, costs of tracing subjects may be high, especially
i f fund for travel are required to tra.c e subjects .

reduce this financial hazard.

Advance planning may
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Time Factor in wngitudinal Study.
wng wait for results is often considered an overriding objection
to longitudinal study.
the case.
well

If results are needed at once, this may well be

In modern longitudinal study, however, time objectives

as problem ob jectives are limited.

as

Length of study is simply long

enough for specified change to take place.

(Sontag 1970)

Even when the

ultilnate goal is to explore a long period of time, smaller projects with
more limited goals may be planned within the larger study.

Other res-

earchers (Goldfarb 1960; Kodlin and Thompson 1958) point out advantages
of planned reevaluations to keep the project up-to-date in both
objectives and procedures.
The time factor is of course vitally involved in tho problems
of cultural shift and attrition to be discussed subsequently.

It is

also of practical significance in pl anning the staff of the study.
Psychological significance of tilne permeates the whole study, i.e. ,
the tendency to accept accidental findings Without replication discussed
in the next section.

These considerations are not usually sufficient to

countermand use of longitudinal study.

Temperament of the researcher

may be the determining factor here .
Post Hoc Anal,ysis and Replication of the Study.
The virtual ilnpossibility of replication of longitudinal study in
the usual sense places an added burden on planning the study.

Kessen

(1960) emphasizes careful selection of variables and relationships to
be studied.

He notes that in the planning process the tendency to

wring all possible information, especially from large, expensive projects
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bas in the past lead researchers to continue adding one more variable
until the project arrived at unmanageable proportions.

When a great

many relationships are explored in a large project, some results will
almost certainly be due to chance even when they are predicted in
advance .
The probability that a relationship really exists is statistically

greatly enhanced when it is specified in advance.

When a null

hypothesis is rejected, the researcher may be much more confident
statistically that the relationship really exists, than when an apparent
relationship turns up a surprise to all.

In longitudinal research this

principle has not been sufficiently emphasized.

An apparent relation-

ship that is discovered by accident may be subject for future
investigation but is of little immediate significance.
According to KessEn (1960) : "The major safeguard to be built
against this danger of 'discovering' merely accidental relationships
in post hoc longitudinal analysis is replication or cross-validation."
Due to length of study, cultural shift, etc. exact replication of the
study is impossible .

In the planning stage if enough subjects are

available, however, they may be divided randomly into
and several experiments run simultaneously.

t~o

or more groups

Thus, by appropriate

planning replication is built into the design of the study.
Problem of Allowing Variables to Operate Freel.y.
Results may be more clear cut i f the difficulty of keeping the
study itself from interferring with the free operation of all variables
is anticipated in planning the study.

Glueck and Glueck (1968) comment
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on this problem.

Their study showed that delinquents felt that parents

did not care for them more often than did controls.

In a study of

delinquents the researcher continues to turn up from time to time and
seems to care a great deal about the subject .

How can this influence

in the subject ' s life be assessed or avoided?

The Gluecks point out

that even controls ma_r have difficulty explaining to wife and children
the presence of an interviewer who suddenly comes asking questions .

As With experimental study where the ideal of complete control
is seldom possible, this ideal of complete freedo:n of variables may not
be possible.

A number of studies show that reasonable anticipation of

this problem in the planning stage may minimize this artifact.

Several

aspects of this problem are discussed more fully in Artifact in Behavior
Research. (Rosenthal and Rosnow 1969)
SWIIliUlry of Planning the Study.
Planning the longitudi.nal study involves observation of all the
usual scientific protecols .

The objectives of the study are defined and

eypotheses specifically stated.

Sampling, measurements, and other

procedures of the study as well as statistical methods are anticipated as
for any scientific study.

In e.ddi tion to these considerations in plann-

ing the longitudinal study the experimenter weighs cost and time factors
and if possible builds replication of the study into the design.

He

anticipates cultural shift , attrition, and other probl911ls of longitudinal
study described subsequently in this chapter, and throughout the pl anning
process he keeps constantly in mind that the study must not encroach upon
the nat ural environment of the subject.
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The remainder of this chapter is devoted

to discussion of problems

especially pertinent to the longitudinal study, cultural shift, attrition
sampling, randomization, and generalizabillty of the study.

II.

CULTURAL SHIFT

Age -Time of Testing Confound.
In Chapter

n

"cultural shift" is seen as inherent in both

longitudinal and cross-sectional studies due to confounding of the
three components, Age , Time of Testing, and Time of Birth (Cohort) .
Schaie (1965 1970) makes it very clear that the broader category which
we refer to as cultural shift stems from two factors:
and Time of Birth (Cohort) .
confounded with Age .

Time of Testing

In longitudinal study Time of Testing is

Differences in Time of Testing represent "diff-

erences due to commonly experienced envirolll!lental variables or changes
in cultural context. "

(Schaie 1965)

Behaviors which are most affected by Time of Testing effects
ordinarily remain stable once they are acquired but may be modified
due to enVironmental changes .

Word usages , attitude patterns, occup-

ational choices, modes of dress, etc. , are examples.

(Schaie 1965)

Time of Testing effects may be due to a wide range of events, i.e.,
simply to difference bet•.:een morning and afternoon measurement or an
event such as declaration of war on the da_y of testing.

According to

Schaie (1965) most acquired behaViors With maturational sequences
unrelated to genetic changes are affect when response is a function
of confounded Age and Time of Testing .
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Robins (1963) in the study from records, cited previously, reported subtle shifts in the use of "'OrdS from the time records were made
and thirty years later when subjects were tested again.

Baltes and

Reinert (1969) report a longitudinal study of intelligence of children
in the public schools in Saarbruecken.

Time of Testing effects were

apparent both for season of the year and time of the school year.
These effects had been attributed to interaction between age and cohort,
but further analysis revealed their Time of Testing origin.

Differ-

ences due to Time of Birth are a problem for the longitudinal study,
not as affecting results directly, but as they affect gene ralizability
of results.
i~ed

When only one cohort is tested, results cannot be general-

except to other members of that cohort unless it can be shown that

cohort differences are not involved.
Age-Time of Birth Confound
Differences between Cohorts (fime of Birth) represent "the effect
of different life

experi~nces

previous to the time of measurement or

genetic changes from one cohort to the next."

(Sohaie 1965)

Results

which show response to be entirely a function of cohort differences
"would mean that there are no cultur.a l or age changes but that response
differences must be attributed solely to variation among generations.
This situation will arise rarely, e.x,cept where true genetic changes in
physical attributes may be observed."

(Schaie 1965)

When response is a function of confounded Age and Cohort (Time of
Birth), according to Schaie "most motor skills and perceptual variables
which have maturational sequences and show some genetic shift, but
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which are unrelated to cultural change," are most affected.

Kessen

(1960) cites a hypothetical example of this condition in a cross-sectional study:
• . . a cross- sectional study of night fears or response
to sudden awakening among London children might well show
striking changes at 15 to 18, not necessarily because of soae
characteristic of late adolescence, but because these children
had been through the Battle of Britain at susceptible ages.
A longitudinal study in which Cohort (Time of Birth) is held constant
would not have shown such a difference.

This is not to say that such

an effect may not be influencing the particular cohort studied longitudinally.

As pointed out in the previous section such effects

limit generalizability of the study.

In like manner in cross-sectional

study unless Time of Testing can be shown not to have affected results,
generalizability of the study is limited to that Time of Testing only.
Generalizabillty of the study will be discussed more fully later in
thi:. chapter.

Schaie describes results of longitudinal and cross-sectional
studies:
. • . It should be noted that the confounded Ad + Cd [Age
differences + Cohort differences] and Ad + Cd (Age differences
+ Time of Testing differencelil terms accurately represent
what are conventionally described as cross-sectional and
longitudinal age changes .
He bas constructed an interesting table showing comparison of inferences
drawn from cross-sectional, longitudinal, and short-term longitudinal
studies .

The latter uses Schaie's design in which confounding of

cultural shift With age gradients is minimized.

Variables measured

were verbal meaning, space, reasoning, number, and word fluency.
Cross-sectional and longitudinal results varied widely sometimes
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shoWing gains and sometimes decrement Without apparent consistent
pattern.

The short-term longitudinal study showed a consistent

pattern of modest decrement of the first four variables varying in
onset from young adult plateau to advanced age.
sharp decrement from young adult levels.
sho~1ed

Word fluency showed

Cross- sectional study had

moderate decrement and longitudinal study showed moderate gains

on that variable.

Differences in results of these three types of

study are presumed to be due to cultural shift confounding .
Schaie's model is appropriate only when analysis of variance
results will give the answers needed.

It is introduced here only to

show the sharp data differences when net age measures are not
attained.

A design is not yet available which also retains individ-

uality of data.

Strategies .
Welford (1958) describes the problem of measuring cultural shift
in the longitudinal study:
What is probably the most recalcitrant and all- pervading
methodological problem for aging studies derives from the
fact that a human being carries his history with him. Each
new situation is dealt with in terms brought from past experience and in its turn modifies the experience brought to bear
on future situations . The organism is thus constantly changing;
its present state cannot be fully understood without some reference to past events . and we can never assume that it is the
same on two different occasions-- indeed we can be sure it is
not.
Thus , the problem of longitudinal study is of measuring an on- going
process rather than a static situation. Several strategies have been
suggested for coping with this amorphous problem.
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These strategies range from simpl e connnon sense solutions to data
analysis techniques so complicated that they were not feasible until
the advent of computerized analysis .

As an instance of a simple

solution, the Time of Testing confounding in the Baltes and Reinert
(1969) study of school children might have been avdded by measuring
the children at one season or at one time of the school year.

This

obvious technique of course deals only with those two possible confounds
and does not avoid all other possible Time of Testing effects.
A slightly more complicated strategy which has been suggested is
of choosing measurements from as broad a spectrum as possible so that
special effects of various Times of Testing or Times of Birth will
cancel out each other.

This technique might be feasible if a great many

Times of Testing or Cohorts could be chosen randomly.

Since such

special conditions would be difficult to obtain, this technique remains
a makeshift uoed in the aboence of a better one.

When

c~tural

features

which might produce a Time of Testing effect are very broad, i .e.,
increased use of drugs in the sixties, practicality of the method would
be further reduced.
Schaie (1965) suggests a technique for minimizing Time of Testing
effects which is in effect the reverse of the one just discussed.

If

Age and Cohort (Time of Birth) measurements are increased systematically,
and Times of Testing held to a minimum, Time of Testing confounding
would become trivial by compari son.

To determine net Cohort differences

he suggests:
The investigator who is interested in the determination of
net time or cohort differences • • . can always obtain such
information by analyzing the age range or age ranges at which
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little or no maturational change occurs. Practically all
organisms show such periods for most variables of interest.
Kessen (1965) recommends that measures pertinent to cultural
shift be included in the design of the longitudinal project.

This

strategy may ignore important variables or may Dmke the project
cwubersome.
Nesselroade (1970) reports a technique which he considers
promising.

He says:

Tucker (1963) has generalized the basic factor analytic
model to simultaneously handle data involving more than two
modes of classifi.cati.on. • .• Although the algebra involved
in explicating the structure of the model is demanding, the
possibilities for developmental psychology become obvious
when one considers that one mode or classification dimension
may be time of measurement.
F~

a different point of view Wohlwill (1970a) does not consider

age an independent variable.

With its two related attributes , cohort

differences and time of testing, he conside rs it an extraneous dependent
variable operating systematically With a great many variables of
interest in developmental psychology.

As such it affects results in

varying degrees depending on many factors .
Cultural Shift in Developmental Psychology Itself .
Radical changes in developmental psychology itself in the past
50 years affected profoundly the early long-range longitudinal studies.
Baldwin (196o) describes the quandary in which the far-sighted researchers of the 20' s found themselves as their studies progressed.

Biol-

ogical orientation of the twenties shifted to testing of developmental
theories of pe rsonality and for some child psychologists a preoccupation
with mental testing. More recently many child psychologists find
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experimental and behavioristic psychology more congenial orientations.
Not only were there changes in theoretical frames of reference
in developmental psychology, but experimental techniques

!mown

only to

a few at the beginning of the centur,y became popular and new applications
were developed .

No direct remedy is available for the researcher who

finds a new and better measuring device than the one he is using after
the project is well advanced.
Summary of Cultural Shift.
The problem of cultural shift is a crucial one in longitudinal
study.

It is essentially the problem of measuring an on-going process.

The often-repeated expression of the need for a mathematics capable of
dealing With multidimensional
in this connection.

probl~

of change is particularly apt

As it becomes more apparent that few variables of

interest in psychol ogy are static, both the method and the problem will
hopefully be given more creative attention.
After considering the problem of cultural change related to
measurement of intelligence and sugg·e sting several remedies Kuhlen and
Thompson (1970) suggest that a new conception and definition of
intelligence may be in order. .Not only may conceptua.ll.zations of
subject matter need to be changed but also the role of the indiVidual
study in answering our questions.

?erbaps the rapproacbment of methods

and statistical techniques advocated by Cronbach (1957) is the best
answer now available to the problem of cultural shift.
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III.

SAMPLE SELECTION, RANOOMIZATION , AND
GENERALIZABILITY OF 'IHE STUDY

T'ne Basic Dilemma.
Sample selection in longitudinal study presents a basic dilemma
even more difficult to resolve than the cultural shi!'t paradox.

As

mentioned in the previous chapter in the experilllental s t udy both
eXperimental and control groups are randomly selected from the same
population.

The groups are differentiated by manipulation of the

independent variable .
On the other hand in order to preserve the "natural" situation
in longitudinal study, experilllental controls and manipulation of the
independent variable are avoided.

The experimental group differs

from the control group i n that the experilllental group is selected on
the basis of an independent variable (Reinert 1970), i.e., "intelligence"
in the Terman study.

Some groups are selected in this wa:y in experim-

ental study particularly when analysis of variance designs are used,
but in longitudinal study t.his problem is unavoidable.

We can easily

see that when the experimental group is selected in this wa:y , randomization is limited.
When randomization is impaired, the statistical validity of
r esults is impaired and generalizability of the study to other g roups
is thrown in doubt .

Thus, to accomplish our purpose , to study a

natural situation over time , we seem to have set the stage to defeat
the purpose of the study in the end by limiting generalizability of
results and calling into question measures of probability.
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Kodlin and Thompson (1958) point out the obvious:

"It should

be apparent that, whatever the method of study, interest in the
application of findings Will not be limited to the group furnishing
the observations . " Of course all experiments have limited generalizability.

Campbell and Stanley (1969) treat this problem extensively.

They maintain that "external validity (generalizabilityl , like the
question of inductive inference is never completely answerable."
Both longitudinal and experimental researchers Will find much of
interest in their designs.

They point out generalization from the

experimental setting to natural settings is often a problem for the
experimental researcher.

In longitudinal study which is conducted in

a natural setting, this problem is not pertinent of course .

Reinert

(1970) also discusses importance of sampling procedures in more detail.
Pretesting.

Pretesting is often suggested as a means of determ-

ining whether e:xperimAntlll :md control eroups are comparable on
variables other than the independent variable.
1969)

Pretesting has two disadvantages.

(Campbell and Stanley

(1) Possible variables that

may be operating systematically With the independent variable may not
be included in the tests.

This objection may be countered with

Campbell and Stanley's (1969) often repeated principle of "eliminating
plausible alternative hypotheses" wherever possible.
eliminate at least some rival hypotheses.
the subject to the variables to be tested.

Pretesting does

(2) Pretesting may sensitize
(Lana 1969)

Pretest

sensitization is a well documented phenomenon and need not be dealt
W1 th at length here, but i t is a factor to be studied carefully
considering that this artifact may plunge results of the study into
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even more serious doubt than the "rival hypotheses" the pretests ware
designed to eli.minate.
Stanley suggest

t~o

(Campbell and Stanley 1969)

Campbell and

designs which use pretesting rather than randomiz-

ation .
Matching. 11atching is often considered a remedy in a numbe r of
experimental circumstances.

In this instance , Campbell and Stanley (1969)

find it an ineffective cure.

(l) The sample ma.y be greatly reduced when

matching is used .

(2)

All dependent variables operating syst ematically

with the independent variable mey not be matched so that the groups are
still not comparable in that sense .
cases of the

exper~ental

(J) Matching may remove extreme

group thus affecting measurements of the

independent vari'able on the basis of which the group was originally
selected.

(4) On the other hand, when the experimental group is held

intact and the control group matched to it, serious regression effects
may be observed.

Campbell and Stanley (1969) cite an example in a study

of psychother apy effectiveness .

In this study the independent variable

was application for therapy and the dependent variable was "dissatisfaction with one's own personality. " Campbell and Stanley describe this
problem:
Suppose the experimental group consists of therapy applicants
and the matched control group of "nonna.l" persons. Tht.>n the
control gr oup Will tur n out to represent extreme low scores
from the normal group (selected because of their extremity) ,
will regress on the postt est in the direction of the normal
group average, and thus will make it less likely that a significant effect of therapy can be shown , rather than produce a
spu.r ious impression of efficacy for the therapeutic procedure.
Campbell and Stanley point out covariance analysis and other techniques
which are effective in some instances for testing effects
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of the experimental variable without the procedure of matching.
'The Fortuitous Circumstance.

In addition to pretesting the

researcher may be alert for other fortuitous measures of tho groups
which may be available .

Campbell and Stanley (1969) point out an

ingenious method of avoiding randomizat ion in an experiment.
• . . for a design lacking a pretest • • • to occur naturally
requires very special circumstances, which almost never happen.
Even so , in keeping with our general emphasis upon the opportunistic exploitation of those settings which happen to provide
interpretable data, one should keep his eyes open for them. Such
settings will be those in which it seems plausible that exposure to X was lawless, arbitrary , uncorrelated with prior conditions . Ideally these arbitrary exposure decisions Will also
be numerous and mutually independent.
In the example which they cite , tum-signaling on the part of the car
ahead is the independent variable; the presence or absence of turnsignaling by the following car is the dependent variable.

'Ibis

complete:cy fortuitous circumstance was used to demonstrate "a significant

~tation ,

modeling, or conformity effect in agreement with many

laboratory studies . •
Selection of Control Groups.
As noted earlier in this section in experimental stud,y both

experimental and control groups are as nearly alike as possible.

A

control group is randomly select ed from the same populati on as the
experimental group.

In longitudinal r esearch the experimental group

is selected on the basis of some independent variable .

In selection

of a control group the problem is to find a group which is comparable
to the experimental group except in the independent variable .

In a

study of delinquents, for instance, this problem may be solved as

easi}¥ as pulling folders randomly from records of schools the delinqtlents attend.
The problem of finding sui table controls is not always an easy
one to solve .

The circllmStance described above may reqllire permission

on severa+ levels before records are available.

The many studies which

have found suitable groups attest that the problem is not insoluble.
Problem of Repeated Measurements .
1-Jhen the design of a study-, either experimental or longitudinal,
includes repeated measurements, a problem of lack of independence of
measurements is introduced.

The problem of repeated measurements is

well-documented in the literature and will not be considered here in
detail.

The chief panacea is in planning sufficient control groups .

When the problem of finding sllita.ble controls is solved in longitudinal
study, the problem of repeated measurements is routine.
Miscellaneous Problems of Sampling .
Problems of sampling, i . e . , the "volunteer subject," and other
sources of bias of the original sample, are important in planning the
longitudinal study.

Like the problem of suitable control groups they

are common to all research and are well documented.

(Rosenthal and

Rosnow 1969)
When possible number of subjects is limited, the researcher may
unnecessari}¥ hesitate to continue With the study.

When results of a

number of studies even using a limited number of subjects point in the
same direction , however, hypotheses are strengthened.
Stanley 1969)

(Campbell and

.5.5
Kodlin and Thompson (19.58) present methods of detennining optimal
sample size for precision desired.
Summary of Problems Related to Sample Selection .
Although the dilemma presented by selection of groups in longitudinal study is a serious one, a variety of strategies have been discovered for resolving it.

Randomization is perhaps the surest but not the

only way of enhancing generalizabill ty of the study.

The researcher

may find it a long wait to discover a natural situation of the type
described by Campbell and Stanley (1969) or an independent variable
which is know'n to be randomly distributed in the total population.
In the last analysis he can describe the sample be has as carefully as

possible and the reader can judge whether the sample is pertinent to
his own problems .

The researcher may elect to do t his in any event.
IV.

ATTRITION

Sources of limited generalizability of longitudinal research have
been shown relative to cultural shift, sample selection, and randomization.

After the sample is selected, generalizability is affected

further by attrition in the study over time both longitudinal and
experimental.
Attrition in longitudinal research is depletion of the sample from
whatever source.

According to Kessen (1960) "Whatever technique is used

to enlist a sample, there Will almost invariably be some subjects who
refuse to participate or who drop out of the study later on. •
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Attrition a Soluble Problem.
Attrition has long been considered an insoluble problem in
longitudinal research.

(Schaie 196,5 )

Of course for the "life-span"

researcher death of subjects as well as the exceptionally long sequence
present a problem not pertinent for most developmental research .
Several researchers have shown great perseverance in keeping
attrition rates low even over long periods .
that attrition problems are soluble,.

Their studies demonstrate

Although Robins (1966) worked from

records over JO years old, she was able to locate 90 per cent of her
subjects, 88 per cent experimental and 98 per cent of controls.

Bayley

(1968) was able to locate all except 2 of her 63 subjects after JJ

years .
Robins describes her follow-up methods in some detail.

Her first

procedure in locating subjects was to submit identifying information to
the Social Service Exchange which was still in existance in St. Louis at
that time .

She also contacted soci.al agencies and former neighbors

located by looking up last address&s in the city directory or telepho.ne
directory.

She usually found eithe,r the subject or someone

subject's address.
She and her

~1bo

knew the

She located ?O per cent of the subjects in this
~~rkers

'~ay.

then searched police records, Veteran 's

Administration records, Selective Service records, probation and parole
records, former employers , alumni records of colleges, fUes of

co=merc~

ial credit companies, driver's license registrations and letters
forwarded by the Social Security Administration.

Long distance calls to

anyone bearing the last name or the mother 's maiden name were effective
in locating relativesin small towns .

Driver's license registrations
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proved most fruitful of these methods.
Of
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personally.

subjects not known to be dead 76 per cent were interviewed
Only

.54

refused to be interviewed.

again to participate.

Refusals '.!ere asked

Small sums or 1!10ney were offered; a physician

was offered instead of a lay interviewer; a male intervie•..:er •was offered
i.f a female bad been refused.
Wa:!J.

Twenty refusals were won over in this

Local subjects refused more often than those at a distance.

When

the interviewer came from a distance, more importance seemed to be
attached to the study.
The high level of compl iance may have been due in part to pretesting schedules and interview techniques.

Interviewers found best results

when they appeared at the door with credentials ready to begin the
interview in the initial contact.
poorest contacts.

Letters were found to be one of t he

Questions were pretested for comprehension and

productiveness of information, and the questionnaire was reVised twice.
Droege ( 1971) found " a variety of techniques is required when
detailed information must be obtained . •

"

He affirms "nearly lOo:'

follow-up success is possible if detailed data are not required . •
Droege found successful follow-ups affected by amount of information
desired, length of time since contact, and eXperience

of interviewers .

Letters were his primary resource and the cheapest technique used .

The

most effective techniques, however, were personal visits , telephone
calls , information from local employment service offices, and contacts
with indiViduals in the COID!IIunity.
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Bias of the Sample due to Attrition .
Attrition does not affect generalizability of the study if effects
are r andom, but this is seldom the case .

Attrition generally introduces

a bias , often of variables of interest or perhaps especially of variables of interest.

Kodlin and Thoropson (1958) point out:

"Such bias

Will operate i f the trait under study is in any way related to factors
affecting t he loss, a rel ationship not necessarily intel ligible to the
investigator even if he knows the overt reason for this 'loss . 1 "
add:

"

They

. The longitudinal approach has the advantage of providing

at l east a partial check on bias since for the lost group some informati on will be available , gathered before the loss occurred .
Bayley's study (1968) illustrates this advantage of the longitudi nal study which the cross- sectional study does not have .

By planning

in advance some her data indicated relevant characteristics of those
who have dropped out or disappeared.

In cr oss-sectional study, as

Kuhlen (1951) point s out, when measuring diffe rences , i . e . , between
first and fifth grade subjects, the researcher cannot know in what way
the fifth gr ade sample has been affected by dropouts.

He can only know

that the older grade will represent a different s ec tion of the school
population than the younger grade.
Bayley's study showed that t he socio-economic distribution of her
suple remained essentially unchanged .

"This scale is a combination

of their parent' s education, occupation, income, and a rating of the
home and neighborhood made at the start of tbe study . . . " In longitudinal study if the study becomes biased, the researcher can report how
much and in what direction the bias has occurred .

According to Kodlin
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and Thompson :
1

"Bias can be assumed i f the 'losses 1 differ already from

rem.a inders 1 prior to loss . 11 Thus, the reader may know extent to which

bias has occurred and in what way it may have affected gene ralizability
of the study .
Bias when Attrition is not Controlled.
I f little or no attempt has been made to keep attriti on rat es low ,
much research shows that att rition is an important sourc e of bias of the
sample . In a study by Baltes , Schaie and Nar di (1971) only 6o . 4 per
cent of the subjects wer e locat ed aft.e r only 7 years , a very high rate
of attrition especially inasmuch as many of the subjects were relatively
young.

This study was origi nally a study of cognitive behavior.

Analysis of the attrited sampl e shows :
. . . at the i nitial occasi on of measurement • • . , those
subjects who could be retested after 7 years , show on the average higher general intelligence, mor e cognitive flexibility,
and more visuo-motor flexibility when compared with those subjects who could not be retested after 7 years .
Ames and Wal.k er (1965) report that their sample of late adolescents also became progressively biased in a positive direction due to
school dropouts .
and more tense .

Boys who continued were ctore productive , ctOre sensitive
Anderson and Cohen (1939) demonstrate radical effect of

attrit ion on curves.

When all data with incomplete dental arch series

were included, curves became very irregular and altogether unlike
expected relatively smooth curves .
In all three of these cases result s are affected in various ways

and population to 'o'lhich the study might be generalized is left in doubt.

6o
When Sample Size is Reduced by Experimenter.
In the event that. the investi.g ator himself decides to decrease
the sample according to some predetermined scheme Kodlin and Thompson
(1958) said:
. . . I f the reduction in the number of the individuals
observed in the second time point. is imposed by the investigator, we may assume that he is aware of the mechanism by
which he performed this reduction and as a result has some
idea of the consequences . . .

They review in mathematical detail these "consequences" in terms of
precision of results when the sample size is deliberately manipulated
by the experimenter.

They distinguish several categories of replacement

and discuss effects of matching.
Mobility and Attrition.
Hobili ty is often cited as a chief source of attrition .

Baltes,

Schaie, and Nardi (1971) in the study cited previously point out:
. . Comparison of socioeconomic data for the original
and attrited sample suggests that the attrition was not
significantly biased with respect to demographic variables,
except for indexes of mobility. ·
Douglas and Blomfield (1956) evaluated effect of mobility on the sample
in a study of reliability of longitudinal surveys.

They concluded that

the sample would have become biased due to mobility of subjects i f the
survey had not been nationWide (England).

Robins (1966) attributes

much or the success of her project to having funds for travel and
interviewers to trace subjects who have moved.
Better documentation of mobility as a factor in longitudinal study
is much needed.

Douglas and Blomfield found, for i .n stance, that mobility

Within the communit,y showed downward mobility in the class structure
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whereas a move outside the community showed ascending class mobility.
If repeated study showed principles such as this one to be stable and
predictable , the researcher may have gained an important tool in evaluating effects of attrition .
In the United States repeated studies have shown that a substantial
number of subjects will have moved, and the researcher may have difficulty finding them i f the sample is not contacted for some time.

Moran

and Swartz (1970) in a longitudinal study of cognitive dictionaries
excluded children of students at the University of Texas, the military,
and of legislators in Austin, Texas .

They felt these categories were

likely to move away before the study was completed.
Summary of Attrition.

When the sample is altered, unless inten-

tionally by the investigator, change estimates are affected, and
generalizability of the study loft in doubt.
attrition are varied and effective.

Present methods of reducing

Attrition need not invalidate

longitudinal study if i t is anticipated and suitable plans are made in
advance.

Accurate reporting of attrition as with cultural shift and

sample selection is the minimum precaution the researcher may take in
validating his study.
In this chapter a number of problems of planning the study,

cultural shift, and sampling, as well as attrition have been discussed.
Chapter IV will summarize trends in modern longitudinal study in terms
of some of these problems.

CHAPTER IV
REVIEW OF RECENT STUDIES AND SUMMARY

ReView of Modern longitudinal Studies.
Although a number of modern studies have been used to illustrate
probl ems in Chapter III, this chapter will survey more generally some
recent longitudinal studies.

Review of recent developmental literature

in writing this thesis reveals Jones and Bayley's (1950) state!uent over
20 years ago quoted previously to be still pertinent today:
"

. . psychologists are as yet making ll ttle systematic use of the

longitudinal approach."

Rartup (1968) and White (1969) note the lack of

much needed longitudinal data in their fields.

The number of studies

reported in any particular year does not necessarily reflect the amount
of on-going longitudinal activity of course.
A search of The Psychological Abstracts under Developmental
Psychology shows cross- sectional studies to be in great preponde rance .
A number of experimental studies were noted which mark a trend in t hat
direction .

Several studies designated as "longitudinal studies" are

experimental studies over time .
Some recent studies have been noted which appear to be longitudinal
s t udies but are apparently studies from records .

Often these a re records

from "old" longitudinal studies which are reanalyzed or to use Sontag 1s
(1971) expression, mined.

These studies together with some of the

life- span developmental studies were very long in comparison with other

6)
modern studies of more limited lineage and objectives.

This variability

together With the inherent individuality of each longitudinal study makes
generalizations about "modern" studies difficult.
Almost all of the modern studies reViewed for this thesis had
control or comparison groups .

Numbers of subjects were usually su!fic-

ient for purposes of computing probabilities.

Attrition rate was common-

ly reported although not well controlled in all cases.

Of the problem

areas considered in Chapter III cultural shift was less often specifically considered.

In some instances of course it was not relevant.

By

and large these studies showed a vast methodological improvement over
.
,
the studies reported by Stone and Onque in 1959.
A Modern Study Analyzed by Problem Areas.
A follow-up study by Tnomas Aschenbach (1971) may be considered an
example of "the new breed" of longitudinal study, short (2 years) and
With limited objectives.
Objectives of the Study.

The objectives of the study are clearly

defined:
The purposes of the present study were to examine over a
2-year period achievement and ability measures for the children
classified as high or low 0 scorers when they were in fifth or
sixth grade, as well as the stability of the 0 score classification and the correlations of error scores over b:o testings
18 months apart.
Specific null hypotheses are not stated.

This study is well-oriented

to other studies and literature in the field.

The measure used had

been cross-validated and revised using three previous groups of fifth
and sixth graders.
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Selection of Variables and Gr oups .

In this study 262 fifth

graders and 251 sixth gr aders we re admini stered the Children ' s
Associative Responding Test (CART) .

In addition to grade the groups

were further divided on the basis of whether the child responded to
analogies by association (referred to. in the study as a high D
responder) or reason (low D r esponder) .
In the follow-up these children were administ ered the CART again
in

the seventh and eighth grades respectively.

The seventh and eighth

gr aders were descr ibed according to ethnic background, socioeconomic
st atus and type of housing and rated on Hollingshead' s 7-point scale
of occupat ional status to facilitate generalization of results to other
gr oups .

These figures were apparently for the grades as a whole .

The

Hollingshead SES scores were significantl,y different for low and hi.gh
D groups in the fifth gr ade but not in the sixth.

These \iere the only

figures of this type in the study t o show cultural differences between
high and low D responders .
In the seventh and eighth gr ades in addition to scores from the
readministration of the CART seve r al other evaluations served as
dependent variables:

7th gr ade Otis IQ , curr ent MAin months , SRA

achievement grade level, grade point averages for the previous year,
grade point averages for the first three months of the current year,
and Hollingshead SES scores for father's occupation mentioned above.
Statistics Used.

Mean scores and standard deviations were listed

in a table according to grade and high or low D score.

Sex was added

as an independent variable and sex x D score ANOVAS were computed in
addition to other analysis of variance .
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Table 2 presented a different kind of information in the form of
correlations.

Initial IQ, MA, and CART total errors of fifth and

sixth graders were correlated with current achievement, grade averages.
and previous year's grade averages for low and high D scorers .
To test for a possible confounding of D score with IQ, matching
1~as

attempted between a high D scorer and a low D scorer of the same

sex, similar fifth- grade IQs, and similar MAs .

The pattern of correl-

ations was similar to correlations in Table 2.
Repeated measurement ANOVAS for subjects haVing both IQ scores
showed a significant divergence of IQ favoring the low D scorers in
each grade .

For the seventh graders this difference was accounted for

by a rise in the IQs of the low D scorers.
a similar but not significant trend.

The eighth graders showed

This finding seems to represent

the dropping out of less able students often noted in both crosssectional and longitudinal studies .
"alternative plausible hypothesis" was suggested to account

An

for some other small divergences.

Since matching had required selecting

low D scorers with unrepresentatively low IQ and high D scorers with
unrepresentatively high IQs, Aschenbach considered the possibility that
regression effects (discussed in Chapter III) may have contributed to
the divergences.

When such an effect created by matching is operating ,

it can have serious consequences in results from data for matched
pairs.

Aschenbach felt,

bow~ver,

that since the data did not consist-

ently show this effect, results had probably been only negligibly affected by it.
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Attrition.

Attrition is summarized here:

Low D, fifth grade ,

6 per cent; high D, fifth grade, 16 per cent; Low D, sixth grade,
14 per cent; high D, sixth grade, 14 per cent.

The significance of

this attrition was in part assessed by comparing mean IQ scores
assessed in fifth gr ade of the attrited group of low 0 scorers with
those of the original group of low D scorers .
scores was only about 2 points .

The difference in IQ

The other three classifications were

similarly assessed with a difference in mean IQ scores of only about
.) points .
Cultural Shift.

Although Aschenbach does not specifically

mention cultural shift, he is aware of this problem.
exact date of the testing of 7th and 8th grades.

Be bas noted the

Be notes, further,

in one instance that a discrepancy of scores may have been due to a
time of testing difference.

A preVious test had been used earlier

in the school year than a later test.
He does not point out that differences between grades 5 and 6
and grades 7 and 8 may have been in part due to cohort differences,
often a possibility whenever more than one age group is used.

In view

of the small differences between the groups, however, this possibility
is probably negligible.

Use of two grades in this way, i t is interest-

ing to note, has actually introduced a cross-sectional study concurrently with the longitudinal study.
Aschenbach describes two unfortunate features of the study which
are attributable to cultural shift.

In the first place, the second

administration of the CART contained nine reVised items which had not
been included in the first administration.

Although correlations
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between error scores on the initial and current administrations of the
test indicated high test-retest reliability, these changes introduced
some doubt in interpreting specific error scores for seventh and eighth
graders .
Changes in the measuring instrument of this type are a common
problem of the longitudinal researcher.

Aschenbach could have avoided

this difficulty easily by administering the original version of the
instrument for the second testing even though he believed the new
version to be better.

If feasible, he might in addition have admin-

istered the nine reVised items to these children .

If this were not

feasible , he would better have tested the new instrument on an entirel y
new group of children than risk untoward effect in the study as a whole .
The second instance of cult ural shift which affected this study
was that in the current school year the gr ading system had been changed
fran a .5- point system to a 3- point system.

Aschenbach made amends for

this unavoidable difficulty by including grades from the previous year
as well as for the current year.
Results and Conclusions .

Aschenbach's discussion of results were

far- ranging and a great many tests of significance were made .

Since

specifi c null hypotheses had not been made in advance , these tests of
significance are subject to some doubt.

This criticism might have been

avoided in the planning stage of the project by making null hypotheses
beforehand.
Objectives of the study were carried out.

Achievement and ability

measures for the chil dren classified as high or low D scorers when they
were in fifth or sixth grade were e.xanrl.ned and compared with scores in
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seventh and eighth grades.

The D score classification was found to be

stable over the 18 111onth period from first to second measurement.
correlations of error scores were also found to be stable.

The

According

to Aschenbach (1971):
A primary conclusion that can be drawn from the present
study is that the tendency to rely excessively on associative
responding is a stable one which, at any given level of ability, adversely affects scholastic performance over at least
two school grades . An equally ilnportant conclusion is that
the CART's psycho111etric properties 111ake it not only a useful
instrument for identifying associative responding, but also
an alternative to the group IQ test as a predictor of perfor=ance during the early formal operational period of developl!lent.
This study is not introduced hero as "typical" of modem studies .
It does seem to represent the direction of modern longitudinal studies
and the incr easing problem orientation of modem researchers .

The

problems demonstrated in this study may appear exaggerated in this
analysis.

For the most part the problems were minor,

the researcher

was aware of the111, and produced considerable evidence that they had not
affected results a great deal.
Another briefer analysis of a recent study by Faterson and Witkin
(1970) is shown in the appendix of this thesis .

In this schedule

proble111 areas are pin-pointed and assessed with plus and minus values .
With regard to the main problem areas the two chief questions implicit
in the evaluation are:
the problem?
problem?

(1) Have results of the study been affected by

and (2) Is generalizability of the study affected by the

This schedule is designed to serve as a checklist for the

researcher or reader in evaluating a longitudinal study.
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Perils of the Problem-oriented Paper.
Kodlin and Thompson (1958) and Campbell and Stanley (1969) both
note that when problems of a method of study are considered in a
forthright way, potential researchers may become discouraged and cease
to pursue the study fur ther.

Although this thesis is problem-oriented,

hopefully the effect will be to raise the level of sophistication in
l ongitudinal study rather t han to discourage those who might engage in
a study over time.

The point of view of this paper is well expressed

by Roy Mefford (1966) in the following quotation :
It would be foolhardy to minimize the statistical problems
as well as the great practical difficulty in the conduct of
longitudinal studies . Wa believe , however, that these can be
solved , and that it is now tillle to accumulate data that will
permit their solution.

The researcher may take some comfo r t in the thought that only a
rare study would encompass all of the problems described in this thesis .
As Campbell and Stanley demonstr ated in the study of turn- si gnaling
cited previously, under especially f ortuitous circumstances none of
these problems may be involved.

A review of modern studies has shown

r epeatedly that a particular problem may not be rel evant to a par ticular
natural research s etting or research objective .

In a study of intell-

ectual decline as an indicator of pathology in old age , by Blum and
Jarvik (1969), death of subjects seemed to create a high attrition rate .
These researchers made time of death itself a dependent variable ,
however, and attrition became a part of the study rather than a
probl ematic side- effect.
Unlike the experimental study where a situation is created according to a prescribed pattern , each natural situation is unique .

Whether
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a problem is pertinent to that particular situation remains a matter of
individual judgement.

Although Chapter III describes some techniques

of solving frequent longitudinal problems, the researcher may find
special circumstances of the study itself dictate problem solutions.
Mefford (1966) further optimistically points out, as understanding of
the method increases , what appear to be liabilities at this time, may
turn out to be assets .
Summary.
This thesis has differentiated traditional longitudinal study from
other methods of study:

the cross-sectional study, the time-lag study,

the experimental study, the retrospective study, and the study from
records.

Each method of study has unique procedures and problems .

The traditional longitudinal study has been defined as the study:
( 1) of individual change under natural conditions not controlled by the

eXperimenter, (2) which proceeds over time from the present to the
future by measuring the same individuals repeatedly, and (J) which
retains individuality of data in analyses.
Some of the main ideas about longitudinal study presented in this
thesis are

(1) The longitudinal method is useful.

(2) In order to

answer some questions which are important in develop01ental psychology
it is necessary.
cannot be ignored.

(J) Longitudinal study continues to be used.

It

We have no alternative but to make every effort to

understand the nature of the problems of longitudinal study and to try
to cope with them.

Longitudinal method has some advantages. It preserves individuallw
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of data over time when used in conjunction With correlational analysis .
Results show covariation of variables and are predictive .
Longitudinal method has some disadvantages.
make a strong "causal" statement.

It does not always

Causality can only be shown when

"plausible alternative hypotheses" are eliminated.

(Campbell and

Stanley 1969) Although shoWing causality is not the only worthwhile
objective of a scientific study, an effort to eliminate other hypotheses strengthens the study.
In this thesis some problem areas of longitudinal study which are
either unique to this method or especially difficult have been
delineated.

Problems related to planning the study were discussed.

Cultural shift and attrition were especially emphasized.

The dilemma

was examined which is posed by sample selection with its related
problems of randomization of generalizability of the study, together
with the problems of repeated measurements and selection of control
groups.
Not only are these problems delineated but considerable evidence
is shown that we have already started "to accumulate data that will
permit their solution."

(Mefford 1966).

This paper has presented a

number of studies which have considered these problems separately or
as a side issue of a study on some other topic.

Studies of attrition,

i.e., Robins (1966) and Droege (1971), contain much valuable information which may be gathered and made the subject of further research.
The excellent work begun by Kuhlen (l94o 1951) on cultural shift has
been continued by Schaie (1965) and others .

More careful analyses of

the nature of process are needed in this a.r ea.

Exploration of
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mathematical bases o! the method so ably begun in the classic work by
Kodlin and Tho:npson (1958) need to be extended, and statistical methods
improved.

Almost every longitudinal study has made some contribution

to knowledge of tho method, if only by poi.n ting out its perpleXities .
In this thesis perhaps the most general recommendation for
coping with problems of the longitudinal study has been to limit the
time and objectives of the study.

Limitation of the study together

with greater familiarity With problems and procedu.r es of longitudinal
method leads to more meaningful studies .

When objectives of the study

are well defined and time is limited to only enough for specified
change to take place , many of the problems of longitudinal study are
reduced to manageable proportions.

As researchers gain confidence in

this tool and kno•.Jledge of what it can and cannot do, mor e longitudinal
studies may be undertaken and much needed information may be obtained
f r om natural settings over time .
At the same time that this thesis has stressed differentiation
of the longitudinal study from other studies, it has stressed
integration
studies .

of results of longitudinal studies with results of other

Without a true federation of the disciplines all our methods

can give only wrong answers.

(Cronbach 1957)

The belief adopted here

was expressed by Campbell and Stanley (1969) :

scientific knowledge is

cumulative and not dependent on one crucial experiment.
Baltes (1968) believes "there is a general trend in developmental psychology towards formulating a methodology specifically
sui ted to developmental problems . "

While this seems to be true , a

counter trend seems to be expanding methodological horizons

of
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developmental psychology to include a wide variety of research methods
and statistical techniques .

At this time method in developmental

psychology is far from crystallized.

With further study of the method

and research on problems longitudinal study may take a more prominent
place in the battery of developmental methods.
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APPENDIX

SCHEDULE FOR EVALUATION OF A WNGITUDINAL STUDY*
1.

Boll long was the study in months? 168 months

2.

How many sUbjects were there?

30 boys, 30 girls , experimental

26 boys, 27 girls, control
N = ll3

3. Are objectives of the study clearly defined?
4.

Are results of the study clearly related to stated objectives
of the study?

5.

Rave "plausible alternative hypotheses" been eliminated?

6.

Could objectives of the study have been satisfied only by this
method of study?

(Is only an average wanted?

observations needed?
later observation?)

Are successive

Is an early observation related to a
+

+

7.

Are variables under study clearly defined?

8.

Do variables operate freely without undue interference of the

study itself on the subject?

1

(Not enough information)

9. Were control or comparison groups used? +
A plus value in the following problem areas means that results
of the study have not been affected by that problem; a negative value
means that results have been affected by that problem :
10.

Selection of groups?

(Pretest sensitization, lack of randomiz-

ation, matching, regression effects due to selection of sample
from extreme scores, etc.)

+

82
11.

Attrition?

-

12.

Cultural shi.ft?

1:3 .

Repeated measurements?

+

+

A plus value in the following problem areas means that generalizability of resu.l ts to other groups has not been affected by that
problem; a negative value means generalizability has been affected
by that problem:
14.

Selection of groups?

15.

Attrition?

16.

Cultural shift?

+

+

•Data and plus and minus values in the schedule apply to a study by
Faterson and Witkin,(l970) "longitudinal Study of Developcnent of Body
Concept."

